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Abstract : 
This course will overview how techniques and ideas originating in information theory have been used (classically 
and recently) for deriving sharp impossibility results in various disciplines. 
We will start with a basic introduction of entropy, KL divergence and mutual information and see how their simple 
properties (convexity, chain rule, data processing) lead to impressive results in combinatorics and probability (e.g., 
counting subgraphs, bounding permanents and volumes of orthogonal projections in Euclidean spaces).  
The main part of the course will be focused on studying the strong data processing inequality (SDPI), which bounds 
the amount of loss of the mutual information upon traversing through a noisy channel. As applications we will 
discuss: Ising and Potts models on trees, random colorings on trees, community detection, spiked Wigner model, 
Z_2-synchronization, fault-tolerant computing and distributed estimation. This wide range of domains can be 
treated in a surprisingly unified way via the concept of SDPI. 
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